
Roomba vs bObsweep: select the winner!
 

 

 Many futuristic stories and also films present us that in the future we won’t need to devote much

time for domestic work, as everything will likely be done by intelligent robotic gadgets. If previously

it appeared to be unachievable, currently we could take advantage of the first product which is

referred to household robotic devices and demands minimum efforts on the part of house owners.

Here I mean bobsweep robotic vacuum that were developed to grab the particles around your

residence 7 days a week, cleaning your floors even in the hard-to-reach areas beneath the

furniture.

 

The most used robovacs offered on the modern day market are definitely the bObsweep Standard

and also the Roomba 780. Both can be defined as high-quality vacuums, the fundamental

functions of which are quite similar. Nevertheless there are some specific functions, which should

be mentioned, in case you are planning to purchase one of these incredible products. In these

circumstances it’s important to find a comprehensive review of bObsweep vs Roomba. Here we

can offer you only some serious characteristics and differences of these two robovacs.

 

And so, considering the external characteristics of bObsweep and Roomba, we could see that

both have a quite tiny seize along with the round form. Both of these are designed with the dustbin

that ought to be emptied at specified time. But here it’s worth to note that the dust bin of

bObisweep is much bigger than the Roomba’s one, i.e. 1000 ml instead of 450 ml, meaning that

the dustbin of Roomba because of its smaller capacity ought to be frequently discharged. 

 

Taking into account the functions of Roomba vs bObsweep, both of them completely perform the

purpose of sweeping and bursting different floors, removing dust, dirt, soil, sand plus pet hair,

which seems to be very important for pet owners. But there are two extra-features which make

bobi robotic vacuum cleaner distinct and even more useful. The first one is that bObsweep can

also mop the floors and could be properly utilized for kitchen and baths. Secondly, bobi robotic

vacuum supplies UV disinfection that means a comprehensive cleaning, which may be specifically

appreciated in the families with kids as well as by people, who definitely are exposed to allergies.

Also bObsweep robotic vacuum cleaner and mop comes with the brushes that happen to be larger
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than those by Roomba.

 

You can also get other specific distinctions between bObsweep and Roomba, which you'll have a

chance to find on http://allhomerobotics.com/bobsweep-vs-roomba-780-can-bobsweep-compete-

roomba/, checking out the effective Roomba and bobisweep. 
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